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Abstract. In the framework of the KlimAdat national project, the Hungarian Meteorological Service (OMSZ) is

aiming to perform 10 km horizontal resolution simulations with the 2015 version of the REMO regional climate
model over Central and Eastern Europe. The long-term simulations were preceded by a 10-year long sensitivity
study on domain size, which is summarised in this paper. We selected three different domains embedded in
each other, which contain the whole area of the Danube and Tisza river catchments. Lateral boundary conditions
were obtained from the 50 km resolution REMO driven by the MPI-ESM-LR global climate model. Simulations
were performed for the period of 1970–1980 including 1-year spin-up. Monthly and seasonal means of daily
2 m temperature, precipitation sum and several precipitation indices were evaluated. Reference datasets were
E-OBS 19.0 and CarpatClim-HU. We can conclude, that the selection of domain size has a larger impact on
the simulation of precipitation, and in the case of the seasonal mean of the precipitation indices, the differences
amongst the results obtained on each model domain exceed 10 %. In general, the smallest biases occurred on the
largest domain, therefore further long-term simulations are being produced on this domain.

1

Introduction

The REMO 5.0 (REgional MOdel, Jacob and Podzun, 1997;
Jacob et al., 2007) regional climate model (RCM) was
adapted at the Hungarian Meteorological Service in 2004 besides the ALADIN-Climate model. The two adapted RCMs
enabled to obtain reliable, quantitative, detailed information
about climate change and its uncertainties in Hungary. As
a first step, short, few year-long experiments were implemented with REMO to define the fundamental settings for
operational work. Then, in the framework of EU FP6 project
CLAVIER, 25 km resolution simulations were implemented
for the 21st century over Central and Eastern Europe (Szépszó and Horányi, 2008). The integration domain and the resolution were specified as a trade-off between the computational capacity and the needs of the impact studies (e.g., in
the field of hydrology, agriculture).
Within the framework of KlimAdat national project,
funded by the EU Cohesion Fund, the Hungarian Meteorological Service has been extending its regional projections
adapting recent model versions of REMO and ALADINClimate and applying finer resolution and new anthropogenic
Published by Copernicus Publications.

scenarios to better fulfil the user needs in Hungary. Although several simulations are available on similar resolution (12.5 km) in the Euro-CORDEX framework, the publicly accessible data is mainly confined to surface and pressure level variables on hourly frequency at most. However,
certain models (e.g., land surface models) require model
level data on sub-hourly frequency as forcings that cannot
be obtained even upon request, since such data is usually not
stored at the modelling centres. Our final goal is to develop
an own set of simulations, that is (1) suited for the Carpathian
Basin, to serve impact modellers and decision makers needs
and (2) that is appropriate to further downscale over cities or
lakes with a land surface model. In KlimAdat, the Hungarian
Meteorological Service has already set up 10 km resolution
simulations with ALADIN-Climate (Bán et al., 2021) and
the results were used as an input for SURFEX (Zsebeházi
and Szépszó, 2020). The same methodology is followed with
the recent version of REMO, REMO2015 (Jacob et al., 2012;
Pietikäinen et al., 2018; Top et al., 2020) and as first step, we
have made a sensitivity study to determine the best location
and size of the integration domain of REMO.
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The choice of model setup (e.g., domain size, and its location, horizontal resolution) can cause uncertainties in the
results. A brief overview is given about studies related to domain selection problem:
1. It is appropriate to choose the boundaries of the domain at least a few grid points further from the edges
of the target area (Szépszó, 2014; Szépszó et al., 2015;
Seth and Giorgi, 1998) and avoid the cross of mountainous areas. The lateral boundary conditions (provided by either global climate models, by an RCM applied on a bigger domain containing the target area or
by reanalysis) are smoothed together with the regional
model fields in a few grid points at the boundaries of
the model domain using a relaxation technique (e.g.,
Davies, 1976). As a result, in the relaxation zone nonrealistic features, noises can appear – which in case of a
smaller domain – might spread into the target area.
2. As indicated above, boundary conditions exert outer
constraints on regional model through relaxation zone
only. In this part, the large-scale effects of global models
interact with the local small-scale processes (e.g. orography, surface turbulent fluxes, convection). Using a
smaller domain, the constraints caused by boundary
conditions are bigger. Small-scale processes require a
relatively big domain to develop properly (Jones et al.,
1995).
3. As Larsen et al. (2013) has proved through a sensitivity study with HIRHAM regional climate model, that
– taken into account computational capacity limits – increasing the size of the model domain is more important
in the case of precipitation, than increasing its resolution.
Nevertheless, selecting the domain size and its position require careful investigation based on the modelling task and
key points described above. In order to eliminate this uncertainty, on international level the WCRP-CORDEX initiative has been established, which European branch (the EuroCORDEX; Jacob et al., 2014, 2020) gathers the European
regional climate modelling activities under a common umbrella to perform the simulations over the same domain and
on the same resolution.
Due to the uncertainties indicated above, we made some
sensitivity tests with REMO2015 preceding the long-term
simulations to define the best setting of the model domain.
This investigation is based on the previous sensitivity study
of Szépszó et al. (2015), where it has been proved that on a
bigger domain noises in the target area coming from the lateral boundary conditions’ handling are less relevant than the
error coming from the driving model compared to choosing a
smaller domain. Besides the abovementioned aspects of numerical modelling theory, the location and extent of model
domain were investigated from the point of applicability of
Adv. Sci. Res., 18, 157–167, 2021

the results in various impact studies as well (e.g., covering
river catchments for hydrological studies).
In the next section (Sect. 2) we will introduce the
methodology, including the model and experimental design
(Sect. 2.1), the reference datasets and the evaluation methods
(Sect. 2.2). Section 3 provides a detailed analysis of the results for temperature (Sect. 3.1) and precipitation (Sect. 3.2).
Finally, a summary and outlook are given in Sect. 4.
2

Methodology

2.1

Model and experimental design

REMO is a hydrostatic, gridpoint regional climate model that
is developed at the Climate Service Center Germany (GERICS). The dynamics of the model is originated from the German Weather Service’s (DWD’s) former weather forecasting
model, the Europa-Model (Majewski, 1991), while the physical parameterisation was derived from the ECHAM4 (Roeckner et al., 1996) atmospheric circulation model.
At the Hungarian Meteorological Service we are currently
using the 2015 version of REMO. The prognostic variables
of the model are horizontal wind components, surface air
pressure, temperature, specific humidity, cloud ice and cloud
water content. The model solves the equations in a rotated
spherical coordinate system. In the horizontal direction, it
uses the spherical Arakawa-C grid (Arakawa and Lamb,
1977), which calculates the prognostic variables in the middle of the grid cell, with the exception of the wind components, that are calculated at its boundaries. In the vertical direction, it uses a hybrid coordinate system. The temporal discretisation is done by the leapfrog scheme with semi-implicit
correction and Asselin-filter (Asselin, 1972). The boundary
conditions and the REMO integration results are smoothed
out in a relaxation zone (Davies, 1976) that is composed of 8
grid points. The heterogeneity of surface cover is taken into
account based on the tiling method, with three tiles: land,
water and ice (Semmler et al., 2004).
For the sensitivity study, REMO was run on 0.09◦ (approximately 10 km) horizontal resolution, with 27 vertical levels
and 30 s time step. The following considerations were taken
into account when designing the sensitivity test:
1. The length of the experiment should be suitable for evaluating the results on climate timescale, where the role of
natural variability is smaller,
2. The size and location of the domains should be suitable
for a wide range of impact studies,
3. The number of simulations is limited by the computing
capacity.
Therefore, we selected three domains, based on our previous studies with REMO and the results of former ALADIN
sensitivity studies (Szépszó et al., 2015; Fig. 1, Table 1).
The largest domain (DOM-3) is identical to the domain of
https://doi.org/10.5194/asr-18-157-2021
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Table 1. The main parameters and settings of selected test domains.

Experiment

DOM-1

Number of grid points
Resolution
Upper left coordinate
LBC
Time of integration

203 × 123
243 × 163
253 × 203
0.09◦
0.09◦
0.09◦
2.43◦ , 52.11◦ 0.36◦ , 51.84◦ −0.54◦ , 53.37◦
MPI-ESM-LR driven REMO on EUR44 domain
∼ 4d
∼ 5.5 d
∼ 6.5 d

Figure 1. Area and topography of the three selected model domains

(altitude above sea level, m). For Hungary the rivers and lakes are
indicated with white colour.

REMO5.0 previously used in the CLAVIER project, while
the smallest (DOM-1) and medium (DOM-2) domains are
similar to those used in the ALADIN sensitivity test. All
three areas cover Central and Eastern Europe, including the
catchment areas of the Danube and Tisza rivers. The DOM3 domain includes DOM-2 and DOM-2 includes DOM-1.
DOM-3 mainly extends south from DOM-2, while DOM2 extends farther east and south from DOM-1. The decade
of 1971–1980 was chosen as the test period with a one-year
spin-up (1970).
The boundary conditions for the model simulations were
derived from the 50 km resolution REMO model simulation
(hereinafter REMO_0.44; Teichmann et al., 2013) performed
by the Climate Service Center in the framework of the EuroCORDEX initiative. REMO_0.44 was driven by the MPIESM-LR r1i1p1 global model in a region covering Europe
and North Africa (EUR-44). Our aim was to find the most
appropriate model domain set-up from the aspect of future
climate projections. For the future, we will drive REMO with
REMO_0.44 as well, thus the conclusions drawn from the
sensitivity study provide solid information about the settings
for long-term experiments.
2.2

Reference datasets and evaluation methods

Two reference databases were used for the sensitivity studies: E-OBS version 19.0 (Cornes et al., 2018; published
https://doi.org/10.5194/asr-18-157-2021

DOM-2

DOM-3

in March 2019) and CarpatClim-HU (Bihari et al., 2017)
databases.
The E-OBS database contains daily surface observation
data for Europe on 10 km horizontal resolution. It is mostly
prepared by interpolating publicly available station datasets
for several meteorological variables. Due to its European
coverage, it is mostly used for large-scale analysis of model
results. Its values for Hungary (especially precipitation
data) often show significant differences from the domestic
database (Kotlarski et al., 2017; Illy et al., 2015), which can
be explained by fewer station data sets, lack of homogenisation and different interpolation methods. CarpatClim-HU
database contains daily surface observation data generated
with homogenisation and interpolation methods specially
developed for meteorological purposes (Szentimrey, 2008;
Szentimrey and Bihari, 2007) on a 10 km resolution grid covering Hungary. It has a key role in the validation studies for
Hungary, as for the development of CarpatClim-HU as many
station datasets as possible were used, thus it provides the
most accurate information about past climate.
In the analysis, annual, seasonal and monthly mean of
daily mean temperature and precipitation sum were calculated for the model domain and for Hungary. Although
considering more variables would have an additional added
value on this study, the lack of appropriate and high-quality
reference data makes it difficult to use (e.g., daily mean
windspeed in CarpatClim-HU was computed from 3 measurements per day). In addition, temperature and precipitation statistics are the most often required data by the
users. Since precipitation is a highly variable parameter, describing it with models is a more complex task. Therefore,
daily precipitation statistics were also evaluated with several precipitation indices derived from the ETCCDI (Expert Team on Climate Change Detection and Indices (http://
etccdi.pacificclimate.org/, last access: 20 September 2021)),
namely wet days (RR ≥ 1 mm; RR1), heavy precipitation
days (RR ≥ 10 mm; RR10), very heavy precipitation days
(RR ≥ 20 mm; RR20), and the maximum number of consecutive dry days (RR < 1 mm; CDD). The spatial distribution of
differences between the model results and the observations is
shown on maps for the whole domains and Hungary. In addition, spatial average of annual, seasonal and monthly means
for Hungary is presented in tables and graphs. The results of
the experiments performed in three different domains were
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Figure 2. The annual and seasonal temperature bias (◦ C) of the REMO model simulations on DOM-1, DOM-2 and DOM-3, and of

REMO_0.44 compared to the E-OBS observational dataset (first four columns) and of the DOM-3 experiment compared to CarpatClimHU (last column). Period: 1971–1980.

also directly compared with each other in order to explore
the differences in more detail.

3
3.1

Results
Temperature

First of all, we analysed the 2 m temperature parameter as
follows. In general, from spring to autumn there are an average 0.5–2 ◦ C overestimation over the whole domains, in
comparison with E-OBS dataset. In autumn, we can see
Adv. Sci. Res., 18, 157–167, 2021
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the largest overestimation of the REMO model (Fig. 2):
2–4 ◦ C positive bias spans from Czech Republic through
Central-Europe to Balkan countries. In summer and spring,
this difference is slightly weaker. In winter, north from the
Carpathian Basin 1–2 ◦ C and in the Alps 3–4 ◦ C underestimation is visible.
From spring to autumn, lakes and rivers (e.g. Balaton,
Danube) seem much colder than their surrounding area in
the REMO model (Fig. 2). This pattern can be partly explained by the inconsistency of observations and REMO. In
the observation datasets (E-OBS and CarpatClim-HU) water temperatures are interpolated from the nearest terrestrial
data. However, the REMO model takes into account lakes
and rivers with a simple method where the surface temperature of the nearest sea point is given for all inland water and
sea fractions of land use types (Pietikäinen et al., 2018). Nevertheless, the model is able to describe the cooling effect of
lakes and rivers on near-surface temperature. It is not known
how precise its performance over the Carpathian Basin due
to the caveats of the observation dataset, but according to the
abovementioned study, this method is sufficient for regions
with low fractional area of lakes.
Looking at the results compared to CarpatClim-HU
dataset over Hungary, the smallest bias appears in spring
and winter (0.8 and 0.2 ◦ C respectively), while the biggest
bias was detected in autumn (1.8–2.0 ◦ C; Table 2). In the last
panel of Fig. 2, we can see the seasonal bias pattern in detail, thus the southwestern part of the country appears with
the most dominant positive difference (1–3 ◦ C, depending on
the season). Besides, the areas with higher elevation suffer
from considerable positive bias as well. In addition, since EOBS is slightly warmer than CarpatClim-HU, the positive
bias with the latter observation dataset is bigger than with
the European dataset (Table 2).
Comparing the downscaled model results to the 50 km
REMO simulation, we can conclude that the latter gave better performance over Hungary in spring and summer than the
finer resolution simulations (Table 2 and Fig. 2), because the
10 km REMO simulations add extra warming to their driving fields. Investigating the differences between the domains
(Fig. 3), we can see that biases slightly differ from each other
(with 0.1 ◦ C), therefore, based on temperature data, we cannot conclude which domain is significantly better to use for
further investigations.
3.2

Precipitation

REMO overestimates the seasonal mean precipitation sum
basically in all seasons, but mostly in spring and winter (partially with more than 50 %) compared to E-OBS (Fig. 4).
However, above the Carpathians, the Apennines, and the Dinaric Alps and in the southern European plains, the modelled precipitation is too small in summer and autumn. If we
compare the results of REMO with CarpatClim-HU (Fig. 4),
we have to make some adjustments to our previous findings,
https://doi.org/10.5194/asr-18-157-2021
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Figure 3. Difference (◦ C) of the annual simulated temperature per-

formed on the different domains. Period: 1971–1980.

as CarpatClim-HU is on average 5–10 mm wetter than EOBS in each month (not shown). As a result, the average
error over Hungary is more than 25 % lower in winter, 15 %–
20 % lower in spring and autumn, and in spring in the southwestern parts of the country the sign of the error has reversed
(Table 3).
While summer proved to be the season modelled with the
smallest bias compared to E-OBS over Hungary, the season
is too dry (−17 % to −19 %) compared to CarpatClim-HU.
Over the Lake Balaton and the Danube, presumably due to
the spurious behaviour of parameterisation over the water
surfaces, the model’s precipitation underestimation exceeds
50 %.
Examining the average monthly precipitation (Fig. 5), it
can be said that the model simulations underestimate the seasonal variability of precipitation in Hungary, mainly due to
the significant winter precipitation surplus. From May to August, the monthly amounts are almost the same, and June
does not rise as the wettest month contrary to observation.
Adv. Sci. Res., 18, 157–167, 2021
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Table 2. Annual and seasonal temperature bias (◦ C) between the three model simulations and of REMO_0.44 compared to the E-OBS (first

four columns), and between the 10 km model simulations and CarpatClim-HU data (last three columns). Temperature data above lakes and
rivers is not taken into account in the spatial averages of REMO.
REMO 0.09◦ – E-OBS

Annual
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter

REMO 0.44◦ – E-OBS

DOM-1

DOM-2

DOM-3

1.0
0.7
1.2
2.0
0.3

1.0
0.7
1.2
2.0
0.2

0.9
0.7
1.2
2.1
0.2

0.6
0.1
0.7
1.6
−0.1

REMO 0.09◦ – CARPATCLIM
DOM-1

DOM-2

DOM-3

1.1
0.8
1.3
1.9
0.2

1.1
0.8
1.4
1.8
0.2

1.0
0.8
1.4
2.0
0.2

Table 3. Annual and seasonal relative precipitation bias (%) between the three model simulations and REMO_0.44 compared to the E-OBS

(first four columns) and between the 10 km model simulations and CarpatClim-HU data (last three columns). Precipitation data above lakes
and rivers is not taken into account in the spatial averages of REMO. In case of differences in mean bias between DOM-1 or DOM-2 and
DOM-3 reach 5 %, it is indicated with bold.
REMO 0.09◦ – E-OBS

Annual
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter

REMO 0.44◦ – E-OBS

DOM-1

DOM-2

DOM-3

29
34
0
42
57

27
29
−1
39
56

25
24
−2
40
54

Due to the differences between the two reference databases,
the simulated sum in July is too much compared to E-OBS
and too small compared to CarpatClim-HU. Although, from
May to August the 10 km resolution simulations produce
much more precipitation than REMO_0.44, resulting in a
better description of seasonal variability compared to the
LBC.
Comparing the simulations with each other (Fig. 6, summer and winter results are shown), only minor differences
can be seen for Hungary. Mostly south from the Carpathian
Basin REMO resulted in 10 %–20 % (in some places 20 %–
30 %) more precipitation in the smaller integration domain,
especially in spring and summer compared to the results
of the larger domain, whereas in autumn and winter there
were only small differences between the three simulations.
The largest difference is observed between the DOM-1 and
DOM-3 domains (seasonally between |2 %–8 %| for Hungary, the largest in spring; Table 3), while the smallest
(−1 %–4 %) occurs between DOM-2 and DOM-3 (note, that
in this case there are smaller differences between the domain
sizes too). Overall, with the exception of summer, the experiment in the DOM-3 domain performed the best, but in summer, due to the more precipitation in the smaller domain (and
due to the general underestimation compared to CarpatClimHU), we obtained the smallest errors by choosing DOM-1
(Fig. 6).

Adv. Sci. Res., 18, 157–167, 2021

31
33
−3
33
91

REMO 0.09◦ – CARPATCLIM
DOM-1

DOM-2

DOM-3

8
13
−17
21
30

6
9
−18
18
30

5
5
−19
19
27

In the following, the evaluation of precipitation indices is
shown with respect to the CarpatClim-HU reference dataset.
Looking at the daily precipitation amounts, it also supports
our previous findings of the overestimation of precipitation
in the REMO model. The modelled precipitation indices referring to the daily precipitation distribution (RR1, RR10,
RR20) are more frequent in all seasons except summer and
less frequent in summer compared to CarpatClim-HU data
(Table 4). In general, the largest bias can be observed in winter, and in the case of RR20 in autumn as well. The seasonal
mean bias of RR1 does not exceed 20 % for each domain;
however, for RR20 the bias mostly exceeds 40 % and in winter and autumn it is larger than 70 %. Examining the annual
number of the RR10 index, we can see that the model bias
does not exceed 5 % considering the spatial means, nevertheless in the eastern part of the country model values are 10 %–
30 % higher than the observed averages, while in the western
part of the country they are underestimated by about the same
amount (not shown). In summer, 10 and 20 mm daily precipitation events are 31 %–35 % less frequent in the REMO than
observation considering the different domains.
The average annual length of the longest dry periods
(CDD) in the model results is 13 % longer than the observation (Table 4), on the other hand, in the eastern and western
areas of Hungary 10 %–30 % shorter periods are simulated
(not shown). The largest bias [−17 % to −23 %] occurs in
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Figure 4. The relative annual and seasonal precipitation bias (%) of the different 10 km resolution REMO model simulations and the

REMO_0.44 compared to the E-OBS and of the DOM-3 experiment with reference to CarpatClim-Hu dataset. Period: 1971–1980.

spring, while in summer the near-perfect spatial means hide
the controversies of different signs of errors over the country.
Experiments performed in different domains show greater
differences in the daily precipitation amounts (sometimes
even exceeding 10 % on average); however, considering different indices and seasons, different experiments prove to be
the best. Based on the examination of the average errors,
we can conclude that most often the result from the largest
(DOM-3) domain have the smallest errors. This conclusion

https://doi.org/10.5194/asr-18-157-2021

largely underpinned our decision to conduct further longterm experiments in the DOM-3 domain.
Our findings are in good agreement with several other researches focussing on determining the influence of domain
size on regional climate models’ performance. E.g., Leduc
and Laprise (2008) and Laprise et al. (2012) showed through
a perfect model approach called Big Brother Experiment,
that a relatively large domain (larger than 100 × 100 gridpoint) is needed in order to develop the small scale atmo-
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Table 4. The relative bias (%) of the annual and seasonal averages of the different precipitation indices between the results of the REMO

model simulations and the CarpatClim-HU data in the period 1971–1980 for Hungary. The model experiments describing the given indices
in a given season with the smallest error were marked (*: DOM-1, **: DOM-2, ***: DOM-3). In the last column of the table, we summarised
how many seasons the given domain proved to be the best for a given index. In addition, if the deviation between the biases for all experiments
exceeds 10 % in relative terms for a given index in a given season, it is indicated in bold. The given indices are the follows: CDD (maximum
no. of consecutive dry days, RR < 1 mm), RR1 (no. of wet days, RR ≥ 1 mm), RR10 (heavy precipitation days, RR ≥ 10 mm) and RR20
(very heavy precipitation days, RR ≥ 20 mm).
Average over Hungary

Annual

Spring

Summer

Autumn

Winter

Number of best seasonal ranks

CDD

DOM-1
DOM-2
DOM-3

−13
−13
−13

− 23
− 22
− 17***

2
−1**
−1***

−11
−10**
−11

−12
−11
−10***

DOM-1: 0
DOM-2: 2
DOM-3: 3

RR1

DOM-1
DOM-2
DOM-3

9
8
8

12
10
8***

− 4*
−6
−5

9*
11
12

19
17**
17***

DOM-1: 2
DOM-2: 1
DOM-3: 2

RR10

DOM-1
DOM-2
DOM-3

5
2
−1

18
7
2***

−31*
−32
−35

22
20
19***

58
58
55***

DOM-1: 1
DOM-2: 0
DOM-3: 3

RR20

DOM-1
DOM-2
DOM-3

14
7
0

48
41
15***

−32
−31**
−34

116
83
82***

102
97
72***

DOM-1: 0
DOM-2: 1
DOM-3: 3

4

Figure 5. The average monthly precipitation amounts (mm/month)

for Hungary in the period of 1971–1980 based on the results of the
various REMO model simulations and the data of the CarpatClimHU and E-OBS reference databases.

spheric features properly. However, Seth and Giorgi (1998)
performed 3-month simulations in summer with the RegCM
regional climate model over the upper Mississippi basin
using different size domains and obtained better precipitation results with the smaller domain. Vannitsem and Chomé
(2005) – applying the Eta model for 20 d simulations choosing several different size model domains centred around
Western Europe – also found the that more realistic summer
precipitation may be simulated over a smaller domain.

Adv. Sci. Res., 18, 157–167, 2021

Summary

At the Hungarian Meteorological Service within the framework of the KlimAdat project, we have implemented a sensitivity study on domain selection with REMO2015 regional
climate model. The goal of the experiment was to find the
optimal domain size and location for further projection experiments. Therefore, the boundary conditions for the model
simulations were derived from the REMO_0.44 model simulation, which was driven by the MPI-ESM-LR global model,
because future climate change projections will be performed
with the same boundary conditions.
Three different domains were selected which cover Central and South-Eastern Europe including the whole Danube
and Tisza catchment area. We evaluated 2 m temperature and
total precipitation against CarpatClim-HU and E-OBS observation datasets. For better understanding the simulation of
the daily precipitation distribution, we calculated and compared different precipitation indices as well.
As a result, we can conclude that REMO is warmer than
observation in each season except winter, especially in autumn, independently from the applied integration domain.
The biases are slightly bigger to CarpatClim-HU than to EOBS and only minor differences were found between the results achieved on the individual domains.
Regarding the precipitation, REMO is generally too moist
over Hungary, mostly in winter. However, in summer, thanks
to CarpatClim-HU is wetter than E-OBS we obtained the
smallest bias according to E-OBS, while large (20 %–40 %)
underestimation compared to CarpatClim-HU. For daily precipitation indices biases were especially high (usually more
https://doi.org/10.5194/asr-18-157-2021
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Figure 6. Relative difference (%) of the amount of summer and winter precipitation between the results of the experiments performed on

different domains. Period: 1971–1980.

than 10 %) and different indices yielded the smallest bias in
different seasons. The selection of domain size has a large
impact on the simulation of precipitation, and the differences
often exceed 10 % for seasonal mean precipitation indices. In
general, the smallest differences were obtained on the largest
(DOM-3) domain, therefore further long term simulations
are achieved on this.
The conclusions of the present study coincide with Szépszó et al. (2015), who executed similar sensitivity study for
the ALADIN-Climate regional climate model. The biases of
the ALADIN-Climate model on a 10-year period are comparable with REMO (e.g., seasonal temperature bias is between
−2 and 3 ◦ C, precipitation bias is between −20 % and 30 %).
Vautard et al. (2020) evaluated 55 Euro-CORDEX GCMRCM combinations including MPI driven REMO for different regions of Europe for 1981–2010. They also found that
REMO overestimates the summer temperature over Eastern Europe and the Mediterranean region with less than
1 ◦ C; however, the winter overestimation is larger than 1 ◦ C
over the Mediterranean. Too much precipitation is simulated
throughout Europe, except Eastern Europe in summer, when

https://doi.org/10.5194/asr-18-157-2021

slight underestimation occurred. The sensitivity study will be
followed by the model validation, when two 10 km resolution simulations are performed using different lateral boundary conditions: ERA-Interim reanalysis data (for 1980–2005;
evaluation run) and the MPI-ESM-LR driven REMO on the
EUR44 domain (for 1950–2005; historical run). This validation study will reveal the regional model biases itself (using
the reanalysis as LBC) and the longer historical simulation
can underpin or modify the statements of the evaluation results obtained in this sensitivity study.

Data availability. The output files of REMO simulations and the
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